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Reviewer General Comments and Suggestions (mandatory written feedback):

The work is very interesting and the investigation method is intriguing. Nevertheless, it is out of
scope, because it has very little connection to the main conference objectives, namely exploring
“relationships between virtual and actual in the process and product of design execution”. Thus,
presenting the paper to the audience in the actual form would not bring a great feedback to the
author/s.
I suggest the author/s to better address and critically discuss the overall topic of the conference,
namely the relationships between virtual and actual in the process and product of design
execution.
Please, reinforce the literature review of similar case studies and analogous methodologies.
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Interesting subject, clearly described … and I know it could be related to the very broad list of conference
topics, but I don’t understand how it relates to “design communication.” Perhaps, in the process of doing a
literature review, you could focus on an evaluation of how community members are engaged (or not
engaged) via design communication in an approval process for public art?
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